
Napier 

Residents 

Association

Minutes of Annual General
Meeting 

27th March 2014 
17:35 

Church Hall, Hoogstraat, Napier 

1. Attendees: 

2. Apologies: 

Patrick Seeton (Chair)

Lindy Warren

Jan Wessels

Riaan Coetzer

Rob Harris (Minutes)

+ 27 members of the Napier Community

Peter & Maureen James; Pam day; Karen van Breda; Gideon 
Engelbrecht; Angela Altendorfer; Warnick October 

3. Opening & Acceptance of Previous Minutes:

Patrick opened the meeting with a welcome to everyone in particular to Stephen Smuts, Botanical Society,
the Napier Mountain Conservancy & Napier Police Forum. Patrick advised the meeting that the minutes of
the previous AGM were circulated after the last AGM plus the fact that, when the notice of this present AGM
was given, those requesting the minutes would be sent them. 

Patrick then read through the minutes of the previous AGM.

Patrick Seeton proposed and the Meeting accepted that “Matters Arising” would be dealt with after the
Chairman's Report that could satisfy some queries that might be raised from the floor.

The acceptance of minutes of the Previous AGM were Proposed by Ernle Day and Seconded by Lindy
Warren.

4. Chairman's Report:

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT TO THE NAPIER RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION – NRA - ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING, THURSDAY, 27 MARCH, 2013, AT 17:30 IN THE DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH HALL OFF
HIGH STREET.

It has NOT been an easy year for the NRA but credit must be given to a number  of individuals within the
broader framework of the organization who, with enthusiasm and drive, pushed for CAM [the Cape Agulhas
Municipality] to fill, fix and mend infrastructure where it fails. Some examples of this supportive work will 
be mentioned later.

Since  the  last  AGM  on  March  26,  2013,  Napier  [in  common with  much  of  the  region]  endured  two
rainstorms of calamitous scope, one in July 2013 and another, even more devastating, in January this year.
Roads were gouged and potholed; two of the three bridges across the Klippedrift River linking the 
central  village  with  Tamatiekraal  were  destroyed;  many homes  were  flooded and  access  roads  made
impassable. Sarel Cilliers Street showed increasing signs of subsidence on its “lower” [north-eastern] side.
This is constantly aggravated – besides the heavy rains - by the extra-heavy vehicles using this through-
route.

What we find difficult to understand is that CAM was reluctant to formally acknowledge the extent of the



damage  caused  by the  rain.  This  resulted  in  several  homeowners  meeting  with  resistance  from their
respective insurers to settle claims. Fortunately we were able to step in and provide a declaration 
accompanied by photographs that supported the authenticity of the destructive force of the flooding. In one
instance, that of Alf Hunter, Church Street, a swimming pool was at stake. All ended happily in favour of the
insured. 

Other homeowners took up their stormwater runoff problems directly with CAM with differing degrees of
success.The subsidence of Sarel Cilliers Street was taken up by Gunner [excuse me, Mr Neil Plumstead]
with the NRA in support. Mr Bertus Hayward CAM Manager Town and Regional Planning’s response to the
situation was  immediate and resulted  in  the  following  message to the  District  Roads Engineer:  Paarl,
Regional Roads Management (Winelands), Provincial Road Network Management, Transport and Public
Works, Western Cape Government, Mr Stewart Bain:

“Today [February 26]  we had a  meeting with  Mr  Neil  Plumstead (affected property owner),  Mr  Patrick
Seeton  (Chairman:  Napier  Residents),  Cape  Agulhas  Municipality  officials:  Norwood  Kotze  (Director
Technical Services), Nathan Arendse (Traffic Department), Donald October (Town Planner) and myself on-
site to discuss the possible way forward. “Is it possible for you to assess the current situation as soon as
possible  and even (if  necessary)  for  us  to  arrange an on-site  meeting? “Your  urgent  response will  be
appreciated.”

Well, we are waiting expectantly and this remains an issue for the incoming committee.

In the first paragraph I mentioned the supportive work done by individuals. Names that come to mind are
Pat and Neville Cowan [potholes on Sarel  Cilliers Street],  Eddie Cassani [the lay-by and the Botanical
Society for the greening thereof], Ernle Day is constantly on to CAM concerning the condition of roads in
Tamatiekraal and prompting action on the repair of the two bridges. 

Alec  and Cathy Buggs of  De Bruyn Street  have maintained a  constant  watch on  the progress of  the
drainage and reinstatement of the intersection of De Bruyn and Hertzog Streets. These are just a few
examples to illustrate that many residents are active in achieving responses to their respective needs. Ah,
yes, Brian Hamerton was there too, it had to do with access to his property on Jubileum.

At the last Ward One Report-back meeting Director Technical Services, Mr Norwood Kotze, reporting that
CAM planned to reinstate the Vanderbyl Street Bridge first and R1.9-million had been earmarked for this
purpose.

In a recent message to CAM the NRA asked for information: “Two months have elapsed since the heavy
rains  of  early January 2014.  In  this  time we must  assume that  thorough surveys and assessments  of
damage done to roads, streets, storm water drainage, bridges in Napier have been completed. 

This Association is soon to hold an Annual General Meeting and without a doubt members will be more
than keen to know what the reconstruction plan entails. “Of particular concern - but not restricted to this -
are the roads and bridges linking Tamatiekraal with the village and the state of the unsurfaced/gravel roads
within Tamatiekraal.“Directly after the rains there were concerns expressed about the quality of the water in
Napier. Mr Walter Linnert was to reconnect with me on this matter. Can we have a proper report on this
issue?”Our request for information was considered unimportant for it seemingly did not warrant a response
which leads one to ask the question: “Is there a plan?”

Mr Kotze returned a phone call on Tuesday this week and within a matter of minutes we had answers to a
number of issues creating a need to update the first draft of this report.

Despite no firm commitment from CAM insurers the Trade Street link with Tamatiekraal is being attended to.
Mr Kotze speaks of the possibility of tarring Trade Street to its intersection with Eskom Street. Work on the
Vanderbyl Street link had to be halted pending special authorisation because of the presence of a Telkom
fibre optic cable near the proposed works. 

Gravel roads will be attended to as and when funds become available, he said. He emphasised that while
the department can request funding for the work to be done it is subject to Council approval.

Bodorp Street is still on Mr Kotze’s list of things to do but here he pointed out it is not just a question of
resurfacing the road but attending to the welling up of groundwater.



Mr Kotze is happy with the operation of the new reservoir and water quality. Yes, on the cards in the next
financial year is the extension of the filtration works, the “second phase, the water treatment works”.

The Residents Association has been instrumental in introducing the extremely useful [AAA] Napier Incident
Alert, WhatsApp, which has gone a long way to monitoring the roaming bands of delinquent juveniles. We
have also managed to build and maintain valuable communication through our members’ Internet skills.
Again we come to crime, parental control and juvenile delinquency. The incoming committee will have to
continue addressing this issue as it threatens to get out of hand.

Of  the  current  six-member  executive  committee,  three  are  prepared  to  stand  for  re-election,  two  are
unavailable for re-election and one, the writer hereof, wishes to stand down for the following year.

Jan Wessels is willing to stand for re-election. Jan is an invaluable asset to an organization like the NRA.
He is the past town clerk of Napier when Napier was Napier for its own account! He serves as a member of
the Ward One committee and intimately knows how local government ticks. Nothing goes unnoticed by Jan.
He also serves as the NRA’s Treasurer. Thank-you Jan!

Riaan Coetzer is available for re-election, he is the manager of Huis Klippedrift and heads up the disaster
management portfolio on the executive of the NRA. He is the NRA’s link with the community police forum.
He has been doing excellent work and is pulling the plan together while monitoring the Community Police
Forum – CPF. The state of juvenile delinquency in our town needs to be addressed seriously and this can
only be done through the work that Riaan does in tandem with a properly constituted neighbourhood watch.

Listen to Riaan, he is cool, calm and collected. Thank-you, Riaan! Angela Altendorfer is prepared to stand
for re-election. Angela has emerged triumphant from a 2013 fraught with medical problems. She has been
the NRA’s eco-warrior prepared to take on all matters related to the environment and the wellbeing of all
within the village. Thank-you, Angela, despite the setbacks, you are willing to serve. That is the mark of a
champion!

Not available for re-election are, Rob Harris and Lindy Warren. It is a sad day for the NRA to lose these two
stalwarts.

Rob Harris has managed to build and maintain valuable communication through his Internet skills. Rob
handled the secretarial work, minutes agendas and so forth impeccably and with aplomb. Thank-you, Rob,
thank-you for all the help and expertise you have extended to the NRA.

Lindy Warren, did an immense amount of work building membership to present levels. Lindy was the first
one  to  see  the  175th anniversary  of  Napier  as  an  opportunity  … that  Bredasdorp  only  followed  and
remained a shoddy copy. Lindy worked tirelessly to make the anniversary work. CAM seemed reluctant to
spark but Lindy went ahead and did what was needed. She also generated so much goodwill for Napier.
Thank-you, Lindy, one is saddened to see you go but we know your sails are set and the die cast. Good
luck!

Time to close this report and would like to do so with grateful thanks to our Ward One Councillor, Warnick
October, and our SAPS Station Commander, Captain Isak January for always being there to listen to our
problems.

There being no questions nor discussion, Acceptance of The Chairman's Report was PROPOSED by Ernle
Day and SECONDED by Lindy Warren.

5. Treasurer's Report:

The Treasurer, Jan Wessels reported that 2013 started off with a surplus, there were some Membership
Fees paid and over the year some expenses for secretarial work and the net result is a surplus of funds of
R1711.50



There being no  questions nor  discussion,  Acceptance of  The Treasurer's  Report  was  PROPOSED by
Elaine and SECONDED by Lindy Warren.

6. Election of Committee Members:

Patrick indicated that there were a number of current members prepared to stand for re-election on the
Committee – Jan Wessels, Riaan Coetzer, and Angela Altendorfer. He suggested that the optimum number
of members would be seven. Rob indicated that Karen van Breda might consider standing. Patrick Seeton
agreed to stand for another year but would prefer not as chairman. 

It was suggested that Cathy Buggs might be prepared to stand again after taking a break for the past year –
Patrick indicated that he would approach her. The meeting suggested Vicky Butler might consider standing
– Patrick would approach her. Peter Bergstrom indicated that he would be prepared to serve on a specific
sub committee.

7. New Business 

a. 2014/03/27 

Disaster 

Management Plan

Riaan 

Coetzer

Riaan gave a report  on the progress of  the Disaster

Management  Plan that  he was in his  portfolio – he

explained  the  parameters  of  his  brief  and  the

limitations that residents were merely support players

and not initiators  of  any efforts in the event of any

emergency or event. But he reiterated the need for a

co-ordinated  and  effective  database  of  contacts  and

willing helpers. He agreed to send out the plan in its

current form on request. 

There  was  discussion  on  the  role  the  residents  in

Napier  could  play and  how liaison  with  George  de

Kock and the CAM & Overberg District Municipality

officials.   

b. 2014/03/27 

Community Police 

Forum

Steven Smuts Steven addressed the meeting on the role of the CPF

and  that  it  is  the  official  body  that  community

concerns should be handled, not through individuals

in the village as this is not the correct  procedure to

follow in resolving issues. He spoke about the need

for residents to become more involved in the CPF in

order to ensure wider representation. 

He  provided  some  insight  on  the  procedures  and

meeting  types  (Imbizos)  that  ensured  correct  report

back procedures and structures on crime issues.

He also discussed the state of the road from Napier to

the tower  and  the ineffectual  use  of  the  grader  and

waste of resources this method of “solution” provides.

He strongly condemned the methods the grader and

Surplus 1 January 2012 1711.50

Membership Fees and donations 1150.00

Total 2861.50

Income & Expenditure 1 January 2014 to 27 March 2014

Surplus 1 January 2013 2861.50

Less Printing -400.00

Less Receipt Book -47.99

Surplus 27 March 2014 2413.51



the  operator  employ  in  “fixing”  the  stormwater

damage.  In  reality,  the  grader  was  exacerbating  the

situation as if there was more rain or floods the road

would  deteriorate  further.  He  reported  the  present

position of the teams working on the tower facilities

and how they are living on the site at present.

He appealed to the meeting for help when he begins

his “block burns” in the future.

c. 2014/03/27 

Road safety

Patrick 

Seeton

Patrick  reported  Pam  Day's  warning  to  residents

concerning checking with local authorities as regards

the safety of using certain routes into Cape Town in

the light of road closures due to unrest and rioting –

especially in the build up to the election.

d. 2014/03/27 

Directory of useful 

numbers – 

damaged bridges – 

bad roads – 

electricity – public 

transport

• A member suggested that the NRA produce a

directory  of  essential  numbers  and  contact

details  for  all  residents  and  especially  new

residents. She also went on to discuss the need

to  open  the  Trade  Street  bridge  as  soon  as

possible  as  the  increased  number  of  traffic

through  Tamatiekraal  was  becoming  an

increasing  problem  –  she  suggested  SLOW

signage be erected.

• Lindy reported that following on from articles

in  the  Theewaterskloof  Gazette  and

representations  made  to  Anton  Bredell  that

residents  should  consider  taking  serious

matter  of  non-delivery  up  with  the  Public

Protector. 

• Peter  Bergstrom  suggested  that  the  NRA

recommend  to  CAM  that  they  either  repair

Bodorp Street or close it completely until they

can repair it. He went on to comment about

the electrical surges and lamented the blame-

game between Eskom vs CAM. 

• Peter Bergstrom went on to comment on the

terrible  situation  some  of  the  residents  find

themselves  in  regarding the  public  transport

situation between Napier and Bredasdorp, the

high costs, the unreliable service etc. Patrick

did  explain  that  Mrs  Saptoe  repeatedly  was

supposed to hold public meetings on this issue

over the last year but continually cancelled the

meetings and refused to discuss or report on

the issue. Mr Bergstrom suggested subsidising

the taxi service. He volunteered to head up a

sub-committee on this issue.

• Ernle  Day  raised  the  issue  of  the  Child

Welfare representative and the difficulties the

SAP have in regard to dealing with juveniles.

Riaan explained to the meeting the limitations

and demands the current representative has to

face which are beyond her control as she is so

thinly spread.  He conceded that  there  is  not

sufficient personnel in the area. 

• Riaan  reported  that  the  CPF  was  presently



drafting  a  query  to  the  Minister  of  Public

Safety and Health about juvenile delinquency

and  socio  economic  problems  that  we  are

facing  that  are  actually  being  funded  by

Government  (eg  children-having-children  to

receive the grants etc).

• Sharon invited residents to the Red Windmill

on  Tuesday at  5:00pm to  meet  her  and  her

father as they relaunch the Dorp Life. 

Closing 

There being no further business the meeting closed at 18h55 pm. 

Next Meeting 

Provisionally …. The next AGM meeting will be held 26 March 2015 at 

17h30 at NGK  Church Hall, Napier. 


